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ABSTRACT
We prove that the Fano variety W of degree 6 in IPs , complete intersection of a smooth quadric
hypersurface with a smooth cubic hypersurface of IPs. is not rational if it contains 3 planes two
by two meeting at least in one point.
INTRODUCTION
Let W be the intersection of a smooth quadric hypersurface with a smooth
cubic hypersurface of IPs; it is well-known that W is a Fano variety which is
not rational, for W general ([B], tho 5.3 and 5.6).
Beauville proved also that W is still not rational if it contains one plane,
because, in this case, W is birationally equivalent to a conic bundle with dis-
criminant curve of degree 7 ([B], ex. 1.4.6, tho 4.9). In [A-B] the authors proved
the following
THEOREM. let Wn be the complete intersection of a smooth quadric hyper -
surface Q and a smooth cubic hypersurface K in IPs, containing a number n~ 1
of planes two by two meeting in one point only . Then:
i) n~ 8 (if n~ 9 K splits into Q and a hyperplane)
ii) if 4 -sn -s8 Wn is rational.
Here we consider the following case: W contains 3 planes two by two meeting
at least in one point and we prove that W is birationally equivalent to the
smooth cubic hypersurface of 1P4 , X.
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Since it is well-known that X is not rational ([C-G)) we conclude that also W
is not rational.
Throughout we work over Co
We want to thank A. Albano for his helpful advice.
Let X be the smooth cubic hypersurface of 1P 4 •
Let 1,,12'4, be three lines on X, skew two by two, and let T be the complete
linear system I@1P4 (2) -II -/2 - 4, I of the quadric hypersurfaces of 1P4 which
contain the three lines.
We denote by (xo: XI : X2 : x3 : X4) the homogeneous coordinates of 1P4; let
/ 1,12' 4, be the lines of equations, respectively
I, xo=x, =X2=0
12 X2 =X3 =X4 = 0
13 XO-X3=X, =X4=0.
It follows that a, = (/1,12) , a2= (Ij,4,), a3= (/2,4, ) have equations, respec-
tively, X2=0, x, =0, X4=0.
A basis of HO(@IF,4(2)-I,-/2-4,) is given by the forms:
hence dim T= 5.
We denote by lfJT: 1P4-- --> 1P5 the rational map which is associated with T. It
is not difficult to prove that n, = lfJT(a;) are three planes of 1P 5 whose two by
two intersection is one point and lfJT(lP4) is a smooth quadric hypersurface
Q of 1P5•
Let W be the proper transform of X under lfJT'
THEOREM. W is the Fano variety of 1P5, complete intersection of a smooth
quadric hypersurface with a smooth cubic hypersurface of 1P 5, containing
three planes of 1P 5. Moreover, the generic such intersection is the image, by
lfJT' of a smooth cubic hypersurface of 1P4 .
PROOF. We first prove that:
i) deg W=6
ii) W contains three planes
iii) W lies on only one quadric hypersurface Q and on only one cubic hyper-
surface K of 1P 5 •
i) We denote with Q, Q', Q" three generic elements of T; Q. Q' = S is a Del
Pezzo quartic surface containing 1,,12A ([CD; S· Q" is a reducible curve of
degree 8, which splits in the three lines and in a quintic curve C. C intersects
every line in three points: in fact, on S, C - 2h - Ij -12 -/3 (h is the generic
hyperplane section of S) and (2h-Ij -/2-4,)·1;=2h.I;-I/=2+ 1=3 (on a Del
Pezzo surface 4 = -1), Vi = 1,2,3.
Hence X·C=15-9=6.
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ii) We fix two lines of the cubic hypersuperface Xc 1P4, say I) and '2' Let
V be V = 1P3 •X; V is a cubic surface of 1P3• The linear system T' obtained by
the restriction of T to 1P3 sends V in a plane of W: in fact T' is the complete
linear system of the quadrics of 1P3 which contain '1,12 (since ('1,12) = 1P 3 ) and
the intersection point of 4 with 1P3, which belongs neither to ,( nor to '2; then
dim T'= 10-6-1-1 =2. Moreover, let DE T', then D 2 = 1 and so the image
of V is a surface, hence 1P 2•
iii) We prove, with a direct calculation, that W is contained in only one
quadric hypersurface of IPs .
The quadric hypersurfaces of 1P5 are a linear system of dimension 21. The
quadric hypersurfaces of 1P5, which do not contain W, cut on W the complete
linear system U = 12(2h -'I -'2 - 4)1 of the quartic hypersurfaces of 1P4which
contain the three lines '1,12,4 twice.
We obtain the dimension of U enumerating the quartic hypersurfaces of 1P4
which contain I), '2' 4 and which are tangent to X along '(,~,4 and excluding
the quartics which split in X and in a hyperplane of 1P4 •
Let 'be, for instance, the line of 1P4 of equations Xo =XI =X2 =0; let Y be the
quartic of 1P4 passing through' which has the equation:
x~A (xo, xl> X2) +XjX4B(xo, x l> X2) +X3X~C(XO' XI' X2)+
+X~D(XO,XI,X2)+ ... =0
where A, B, C, D are linear forms in Xo, XI' X2; let Z be the cubic of [P4, con-
taining I, of equation:
xjE(xo, XI' X2) +x3X4F(XO, XI' X2) +x~G(xo, XI' X2) + ... =0
where E, F, G are linear forms in xo, XI' X2-
The values of the partial derivatives of the equations of Y and of Z with
respect to Xo, Xl> X2 in a point p E' are the coefficients of the tangent hyper-
planes in p to Yand to Z respectively. Yand Z are tangent along' if, for every
PEl, these coefficients are proportional; we get in this way 15 linear conditions.
So the tangency of Y and of Z along I),~,4 is equivalent to give 15·3 = 45
conditions. Since hO( (i/1P4(4» = 70 and hO( (i/1P4(l» = 5, dim U = 70 - 45 - 5 = 20:
there is, therefore, only one quadric hypersurface Q of [p5 which contains W.
Similarly we prove that W lies on only one cubic hypersurface K of [p5,
which does not splits in the quadric hypersurface Q and in a hyperplane.
The cubic hypersurfaces of [p5 which are not union of Q with a hyperplane
form a linear system of dimension hO( (i/lPs (3» - hO( (!/lPs(l» = 56 - 6 = 50; the
cubic hypersurfaces, which do not contain W, cut on W the complete linear
system U' = 13(2h - '1- ~ -'3)1 of the sextic hypersurfaces of 1P4 which contain
the three lines '1A,4 three times. The dimension of U' can be obtained
enumerating the sextic hypersurfaces of [p4 which contain the three double
lines 1),12,4 and which are tangent to X along '1,~,4 and excluding the sextics
which split in X and in another cubic hypersurface of [p4. The generic sextic
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hypersurface S of 1P4 containing the line lof equations XO=XI =X2=O has an
equation of the type:
x~M(xo, Xl' X2) +x~x4N(xo, Xl' X2) +x~X~O(Xo, Xl' X2) +
+ x1x~P(xo, Xl' X2) +X3X~Q(XO' Xl> X2) +x~R(xo, XI' X2) + ... = 0
where M, N, 0, P, Q, R are linear forms in xo,Xl' X2'
S contains the triple line I if:
(a) S contains I (7 linear conditions).
(b) I is double for S (in the equation of S the six coefficients of the
monomials of degree 5 in X3, X4 must be zero: these coefficients are linear
forms in xo,XI' X2 and, therefore, this gives 18 linear conditions).
(c) S is tangent to X along I. It is necessary that the tangent hypercone to
S along I is tangent at every point to the tangent hyperplane to X along I. But
a plane which does not intersect I, say the plane with homogeneous coordinates
XO: Xl : X2' cut every hypercone in a conic and every hyperplane in a line, hence
the condition (c) is equivalent to the fact that an equation of degree 2 in
xo,Xl' X2 with coefficients which are forms of degree 4 in X3 and in X4' has
coincident solutions, so we get 17 linear conditions.
Therefore, the fact that S contains t),1z,l3 as triple lines is equivalent to
3· (7 + 18+ 17)= 126 linear conditions.
Then, dim V' =hO( fffp4(6» - 126- hO( fffp 4(3» = 210 - 126- 35 =49: There is,
therefore, only one cubic hypersurface K of IPs, which contains W.
Now, we prove that the generic Fano variety of IPs, complete intersection
of a smooth quadric hypersurface with a smooth cubic hypersurface, can be
obtained, by ({JT, from the smooth cubic hypersurface of 1P4 •
Let V = IffflPs(2 ) - 1r. - 1rz - 1r31 be the complete linear system of the quadric
hypersurfaces of IPs which contain the three planes 1rj. We denote by
(yo: Yl :Y2 : Y3 : Y4 : Ys) the homogeneous coordinates of IPs. Since the planes n,
are the images, by ({JT, of the 1P3 spanned by the lines 1;, we have the following
basis for H O( fffp s(2) - 1rt - 1r2- 1r3):
hence dim V =5.
Let IfIv: IPs-- -.;>lPs be the rational map which is associated with V. The re-
striction of IfIv to Q= ({JT(lP4) is a map IfIV!Q : Q---.;> 1P4 which is the inverse of
({JT: 1P4---->Q.
Now let K be a smooth cubic hypersurface of IPs which contains the three
planes 1rj. The image of KnQ, by the map IfIv IQ' is a cubic hypersurface of
1P4 • Since tH={W=KnQ !QClPs is fixed and Kel(l)'ps(3)-1rI-1r2-1r31} is
an irreducible variety and ((JT(X) e tH, we have that IfIv IQ(W) is smooth, for
the generic We tH.
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COROLLARY. The generic Fano variety We IPs, containing three planes two
by two meeting in one point, is not rational.
PROOF. W is not rational because it is birational to the smooth cubic hyper-
surface X of 1P4•
NOTE. We observe that the three planes of W must intersect two by two at
least in one point. If W contains two skew planes, projecting W from one of
these planes, we obtain a conic bundle with a section, which is rational.
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